In this article it is studied, at variational level, a mathematical setup given by the Landau-Ginzburg ChernSimons model for anyons in 2+1-dimensions within the framework of dimensional reduced U e (1) × U g (1) extended electromagnetism with both vector gauge fields (photons) and pseudo-vector gauge fields (pseudophotons) such that both magnetic and electric vortexes coexist in the planar system. This model exhibits explicit planar P and T discrete symmetries being the Hall conductivity consistently a tensor and the Dirac quantization on the electric and magnetic coupling constants is equivalent to the quantization of magnetic flux. It is also discussed a thickening to 4-dimensions of the model with explicit 4-dimensional P violation which allows either for electric and magnetic charge separation, either for the Meissner effect. Although mathematically consistent, the electromagnetic field content for this model does not coincide with the standard Hall effect being present an extra orthogonal electric and longitudinal magnetic fields. 
Introduction
In this article it is derived a mathematical setup similar to the model for the macroscopical Fractional Hall Effect. Here we consider extended U e (1) × U g (1) electromagnetism containing both photon and pseudophoton gauge fields. In the remaining of the introduction are reviewed some theoretical results concerning the Fractional Hall Effect, its description in terms of a U (1) Landau-Ginzburgh Chern-Simons model with dynamical internal anyon and photon fields as well as are discussed the specific problems being addressed in the present work, specifically the violation of Parity by the solutions to the equations of motion and the fractional charge values for the standard U (1) models. It is also reviewed pseudo-photon theory in 4-dimensions and 3-dimensions. In section 2 it is build a Langrangian model for the Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons model with an internal dynamical pseudo-photon field and are computed and solved the respective equations of motion. Within the framework of this new model it is also shown the existence of both electric and magnetic vortexes and derived the equivalence between Dirac's quantization condition and quantization of magnetic flux. In section 3 it is discussed the embedding of the planar system in the 4-dimensional manifold and estimated the statistical charge values from the perspective of the 4-dimensional manifold. In particular it is derived a thick model for which both the electric and magnetic 3-dimensional vortexes correspond to 4-dimensional charge configurations. Are also discussed the 4-dimensional and 3-dimensional Lorentz discrete symmetries P , T and C.
Quantum Hall Effect and Fractional Statistics
The integer Hall effect was first analyzed experimentally by Klitzing, Dorda and Pepper [1] in 1980 and explained theoretically by Laughlin [2] . For high mobility planar electron systems at low temperature under an orthogonal (to the planar system) strong magnetic field B, when a longitudinal (along the direction of the planar system) electric field E i is applied it is induced a longitudinal transverse (orthogonal to the applied external electric field) electric current, the Hall current. The fractional Hall effect was unexpectedly detected in 1982 by Tsui, Stormer and Gossard [3] , who measured a Hall current
where ǫ ij is the levi-civita symbol (ǫ xy = −ǫ yx = 1 and ǫ xx = ǫ yy = 0), e is the unit electric charge, h the Planck constant, Φ 0 = h/2e the magnetic flux quantum and σ H is known as the Hall conductance. The measured value of the Hall conductance (1) corresponds to the fractional filling of the lower Landau level of ν 3 = 1/3, hence named fractional Hall effect. The Laughlin wave function for the fractional Hall effect [4] was at that time derived phenomenologically and it is the best account for this effect as well as renders very low energies for the wave function solutions. Considering complex coordinates for the fractional filling fraction ν m = 1/m (m being an odd integer), up to a normalization constant N m , explicitly the Laughlin wave function is
according to the original interpretation j, k, l label the positions of the several quasi-hole excitations in the system, each with fractional electric charge e * = ν m e = e/m. The state ψ m+1 is obtained by adding further quasi-holes to the system. In order to do so it is applied the quantum creation operator Π i (z i − z 0 ) which has the effect to pierce the Hall system by one flux quantum at z 0 (for the state m + 1 are required as many quasi-hole insertions as the ones already existing in the system for state m inserted at positions z l ). We note that in this construction the electrons are considered a quantum fluid and these hole excitations are interpreted as bubbles in the fluid. Consistently with this interpretation they decrease the energy of the quantum state, hence are usually termed ghosts or phantoms. Specifically the classical potential energy corresponding to the quantum state ψ m is m/2 lz l z l − 2m 2 j<k |z j − z k | [4] . In addition there exist also quasi-particles excitations in the system. Their quantum creation operator is Π i (∂/∂z i − z 0 /a 0 ) for a 0 = √ 2λ D being the magnetic length of the electron fluid (or OCP plasma).
Soon it was derived that these quasi-holes and quasi-particles do not obey either a Fermi or a Bose spinstatistics relation, instead have a fractional spin-statistics relation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Directly from the microscopical wave function (2) , by considering the effect of adiabatically rotating quasi-particles around each-other is obtained a Berry phase rotation [10] of ∆γ = 2πν. Directly identifying this rotation with the Aharanov-Bohm phase rotation [12, 11] due to an auxiliary gauge field e * a · dl = 2πe * Φ/eΦ 0 , we obtain the solution (for further details see the original work of Arovas, Schrieffer and Wilczek [8] and references therein) e * a · dl = 2πν ⇒ a i = νΦ 0 2 ǫ ij (r j −r j ) (r −r) 2 .
Herer stands for the centre of the vortex, Φ is the total flux of the vortex and it is being considered the fractional filling fraction ν m = 1/m which correspond to cusps in the phase space [6, 7] . We note that this result is obtained considering that quasi-particles have spin 0 and that, microscopically, the spin-statistics relation is directly related to conservation of angular momenta [13] such that, consistently with the original derivation of Laughlin wave function, the wavefunctions (2) are eigenfunctions of angular momentum. This is the main argument to justify that only odd values of m are allowed.
After these developments similar results have been obtained employing an effective Landau-Ginzburg ChernSimons models for the quasi-particles. The main motivations for this construction is to derive a macroscopical model at action level that can explain the Laughlin wave function and the Hall effect from a more fundamental variational principle. Also we recall that the interactions between fermions is usually mediated by electromagnetic fields, as well as most systems are controllable by external fields and usually also induce new fields due to the internal interactions of the system which can, in principle, be measured. As a simple example we recall that when a electric charge is present its presence is known by measuring the respective electric field. Hence a full description of any electronic system must also account for both external and induced gauge fields.
In these gauge field models anyons are commonly considered as spin 0 bosons [14] interpreted as composite fermions constituted by one electron with magnetic vortexes attached. Similarly to the models describing superconductivity [15, 16, 17] anyons are represented by a scalar complex field φ. For the Fractional Hall effect it is further considered a Chern-Simons term [18] for a collective gauge field (interpreted as an effective statistical gauge field) [19, 20, 21, 22] . In these macroscopical models the fractional spin-statistics relation for anyons is set by the value of the Chern-Simons coupling. Purely at macroscopical model level this choice is imposed externally not being derived from the model [24, 25, 23] , the Abelian Chern-Simons coupling is, generally, a free parameter. It is important to stress that in the original derivation of Chern-Simons models from the microscopical description the value of the Chern-Simons coupling is set either by considering the macroscopical partition function [19, 20] (in which case the Chern-Simons term is a Lagrange multiplier term obtained in the thermodynamical limit) or directly by relating the macroscopical and microscopical Hamiltonians [24, 25] . However the reverse statement is not generally obeyed such that the macroscopical models, just by themselves, do not fix the spin-statistics relation. Nevertheless non-trivial topologies impose further constraints in the charge spectrum as has been derived for example in [26] (for 3 + 1-dimensions). Also considering several charge insertions constraint the allowed charge spectrum of the theory due to the braiding of Wilson lines [27] . Chern-Simons and Maxwell Chern-Simons have been often used as a gauge description of conformal field theories [28] , as for example string theory [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . In all these frameworks the value of the Abelian Chern-Simons coupling is fixed externally depending on the physical system that we are describing.
Generic Filling Fractions ν n,m = n/m
So far we have not discussed generic filling fractions ν n,m = n/m and the respective wave functions ψ n,m . We recall that in the original derivation only fractions of the form ν 1,m = 1/m were considered, which correspond to the wave function solution (2) . Based in this solution, two main approaches developed by Jain [22] and Haldane and Alperin [6, 7] have been considered to describe other rational filling fractions.
Jain considered, for a given wave function ψ 1/p (with ν p,1 = p), to add to each electron in the system further 2q flux tubes [22] . Up to a normalization constant N p,q , the resulting wave function is
Hence these wave functions describe a new state with filling fraction ν p,2qp±1 = p/(2qp ± 1), where the ±1 depends on the flux direction of the 2q vortexes added to the system. These states correspond to excitations of charge e * = ν p,2pq±1 e and for several combinations of p and q all the odd denominator fractions are obtained.
Although based in the same wave solution (2), Haldane and Alperin considered a slightly different construction, for which the quantum states correspond to excitations of both quasi-holes and quasi-particles [6, 7] . Their trial wave function is
with p s+1 an arbitrary integer, r s an odd integer, e s the quantum excitation charge and α s = ±1 depending whether we are dealing with particle or hole excitations. The complex coordinate defined as z = x ± iy with the sign of the imaginary part depending on the charge of the quasi-particle/quasi-hole being positive or negative. The recursion relations for these solutions are r s+1 = 2p s+1 − α s+1 /r s and e s+1 = α s+1 e s /r s+1 taking the several possible specific combinations of the integers p s+1 and α s+1 = ±1 assuming the initial conditions α 1 = r 0 = e 0 = 1. The filling fraction for these states is ν s+1 = ν s + α s+1 e s+1 |e s+1 |/m s+1 with the initial condition µ 0 = 0. The first iteration, for generic p s=1 = p, gives r s=1 = 2p − 1, ν s=1 = 1/(2p − 1) and e s=1 = 1/(2p − 1). Hence from these recursion relations it is straight forward to conclude that, at each level s of the recursion relation, corresponding to a filling fraction ν s = ν n,m = n/m, the respective charge is e * = e s = ±1/m.
From both constructions introduced by Jain and Haldane and Alperin, we obtain distinct hierarchies for the fractional Hall states. The crucial difference between both the hierarchies is that Jain hierarchy is based in a vortex description of the theory while Haldane-Alperin hierarchy is based in the quasi-particle and quasi-hole creation operators. Although both these two hierarchies are based in the Laughlin wave function (2) corresponding to projections of the excited wave-functions into the lowest Landau level (see the original references [22, 6, 7] for a more detailed discussion), they correspond to distinct interpretation of the physical fractional charge for each quantum excitations in the Hall system, while in Jain hierarchy the fractional charges are generic fractions of odd denominator, in the Haldane-Alperin hierarchy the fractional charge has always numerator 1 and an odd integer denominator.
Prior to these developments have been also considered effective theories with pure gauge Chern-Simons theories having several gauge fields [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] corresponding to a gauge symmetry group U (1) N . These theories are interpreted as an effective description of the Hall effect containing only gauge degrees of freedom (the anyon field is integrated out from the theory). The several N gauge fields are interpreted as multiple collective gauge fields and physically correspond to the superposition of several standard photon fields. Here standard means that there is no N physical distinct types of charges in the theory, each of the charge of the N U (1) gauge groups correspond, physically, to the usual electric charge (or more generally to fractional electric charges) such that this construction accounts for the superposition of many electromagnetic fields. We further note that the Jain Hierarchy and the Haldane-Alperin hierarchy are, generally, not equivalent to each other and only within the framework of pure Chern-Simons theories was possible to show their equivalence [36] .
For reviews in the several topics addressed in this section see [39] .
Landau-Ginzburgh Chern-Simons Models as a Macroscopical Description of the Fractional Hall Effect
Next we briefly resume the description of quantum Hall planar systems by effective Chern-Simons LandauGinzburg models. Generally, in these frameworks, are considered macroscopical 2 + 1-dimensional gauge theories containing both external fields A µ (the fields applied externally to the planar system) and internal gauge fields a µ coupled to scalar particles φ describing the anyons (usually assumed to be bosons, as already mentioned).
Statistical Partition Functions and Variational Principle Formulation
Let us start by reviewing how the statistical charge and current densities are obtained. For a given planar Lagrangian L 0 [A, a, φ] describing a Landau-Ginzburgh Chern-Simons model, the partition function is defined as a functional of the external fields A µ
where S stands for the action and here are considered only the 3-dimensional coordinates x µ , µ = 0, 1, 2. As usual the physical state of the system corresponds to the minimum of the action, hence to the solutions of the equations of motion for the internal fields, δL 0 /δa µ = δL 0 /δφ = 0.
For an external observer the controllability of the planar system is achieved by controlling the external fields A µ , more specifically the orthogonal magnetic field (applied orthogonally to the planar system) and the longitudinal electric field (applied along the planar directions of the Hall system) and
We stress that in standard 2+1-dimensional (planar) electromagnetism (and respective U (1) gauge theories, either Maxwell, Chern-Simons and Maxwell Chern-Simons) these three components (E 1 , E 2 and B ⊥ ) are the only non-null components of the electromagnetic fields.
The measurability of the system reaction is usually achieved by measuring the induced electromagnetic current and charge densities. Within each system the theoretical estimative for the values of these currents are computed from the partition function for each state of the system by computing the statistical electromagnetic currents. Specifically it is required to compute the effective partition function for each allowed physical state taking in account the equations of motion and integrating the internal degrees of freedom
Then taking a reference current value J µ A | A=A ref for a known state of the system and computing a current for a given shift of the external fields by an amount ∆A is obtained the value for induced statistical current J µ A,ind . Next we discuss a distinct construction which allows at the level of the action, both to include the effect of the statistical currents in the planar system, and to obtain these statistical currents directly at variational level without the explicit construction of partition functions. This is achieved by explicitly considering the inclusion of the electromagnetic statistical currents in the Lagrangian coupling both to the internal gauge field a and external gauge field
These couplings are simply justified by noting that any macroscopical electromagnetic current will couple both to the external and internal gauge fields, hence the explicit inclusion of them in the Lagrangian is interpreted as a backreaction effect of these statistical currents. Also we note that it is required for consistence between the internal fields equations of motion and the current equations such that the statistical currents are consistently given both by the variational derivation of the Lagrangian with respect to the internal gauge field a µ (equations of motion) and with respect to the external gauge field A µ (current equations)
Hence this formulation sets a relative constraint between the equations of motion and the current equation through the statistical currents. We further note that this construction imposes macroscopical global charge conservation in the system, the effective 3-dimensional electric charge densities are null, from the variational derivations of the Lagrangian with respect to A 0 we obtain
as required for global charge conservation. We remark however that a statistical charge density is allowed given by ρ 0 e = δL 0 /δA 0 = δL 0 /δa 0 . For the particular case for which ρ 0 e = 0, the system is neutral with respect to global statistical electric charge.
The Chern-Simons Model Describing the Macroscopical Fractional Hall System
Once clarified how to estimate the measurable electromagnetic currents at variational level we will proceed to review the Chern-Simons model for Hall systems. The specific formulation at functional level of the fractional Hall effect was first considered by Girvin and MacDonald [19] who considered the Chern-Simons action in order to implement a Lagrange multiplier term describing the gauge field definition (3) as introduced in [8] . Later was derived a full 2 + 1-dimensional Lagrangian L a 0 for these theories by Zhang, Hansson and Kivelsson [20] (see also the works of Read [21] and Jain [22] )
Here A is the external gauge field (imposed externally to the system) and a is the internal gauge field (the dynamical gauge field). In addition to the Lagrangian terms considered in the original derivation [20] we are including the statistical current terms (10) . Although this construction was not originally considered we remark that it is required for consistency between the equations of motion and the current equations.
The equations of motion for the internal fields a 0 , a i and φ are, respectively,
Assuming homogeneous static solutions for the anyons and electromagnetic fields such that ∂ 0 φ = ∇ i φ = 0 and constant B and E i , from the equation of motion for the anyon (16) we obtain
where N represents the number of anyons in the system with φ = √ N e iϕ and a constant phase ϕ, and µ = 2λ N . From the Gauss' law, the equation of motion for a 0 (14), we obtain the statistical electric charge of the planar system J 0 A . In the original derivation the Hall system is assumed to be electrical neutral, hence this statistical charge must be null, J 0 A = 0 . Further, from this last equation we obtain two relevant results, first the solution for the gauge field a i corresponds to the vortex solution (3), secondly, the stationary solutions for the equations of motion (17) require the external magnetic field to be locked to specific values proportional to the number of anyons in the system
As already mentioned the solution for the internal gauge field components a i was first introduced in [8] as a fictional gauge field, however here the field a µ is interpreted as an effective statistical (or macroscopical) physical field due to the many quasi-particle in the system instead of a fictional gauge field. The spinstatistics relation for the model can be explicitly computed by considering anyons to be spin 0 bosons and performing an adiabatic rotation which induces a Ahranov-Bohm phase shift [27] of ∆γ = π/θ k (also derivable using the rotation operators applied to the wave functions [24, 25, 23] ) such that the fractional spin-statistics relation for anyons is set by fine-tuning the Chern-Simons coefficient θ k . We recall that, as already mentioned in the introduction (see discussion after equation (3)), at model level the Chern-Simons coupling θ k is a free parameter. Therefore at model level, in order to account both for the fractional statistics and the fractional Hall conductance [3] , θ k is fixed to be an odd integer multiplied by 1/2
As for the relation between the external applied magnetic field and the number of anyons in the system it is consistent with the experimental step profile for the Hall conductance which is driven by the external magnetic field.
Finally, with respect to the second equation of motion (15) we obtain the definition of the statistical vectorial current, the Hall current
such that the Hall conductance is σ ij H = e 2 /(2θ k )ǫ 0ij and the respective Lowest Landau Level filling fraction is ν k = 1/(2θ k ).
The current equations (the functional derivatives with respect to the external gauge field A µ ) consistently hold the same expressions for the statistical currents being, for this model, redundant. Also we note that we are considering natural units for which h = 1, hence there are no explicit factors of π in the equations derived here [20] .
The solutions (17) , (18) and (20) for the equations of motion are valid for generic configurations of the external fields. In particular it is relevant to describe the following three particular cases corresponding to a field setup sequence for measurement of the hall conductance:
I. no external fields applied, E i = B = 0, we obtain the trivial solutions without any anyons in the system and no Hall current present, hence from the gauge field solutions a µ = A µ = 0 we obtain
II. only an orthogonal magnetic field is applied, E i = 0 and B = ǫ ij ∂ i A j /2 = 0, the external magnetic field creates anyons in the Hall system and no Hall current is present, hence from the gauge field solution a 0 = A 0 = 0 , a i = −A i we obtain
III. both an external orthogonal magnetic field and a longitudinal electric field are applied,
, the external electric field induces an Hall current, hence from the gauge field solution a µ = −A µ we obtain
with the Hall conductance given by σ ij H = e 2 /(2k − 1)ǫ ij from (19) and (20) .
The remaining of the fractional conductance multiples of these fractions are justified in this model by the existence of finite energy vortex solutions [8, 9, 22, 40, 41, 42] 
here expressed in Cartesian coordinates centred at the origin such that the several Hall conductance (or equivalently the filling fractions) can be obtained by adding such vortex solutions to the system and grouped in a hierarchy by considering the inverse Chern-Simons couplings to be
where for convenience we have introduced the two constants α and β obeying the following ratio equality 2k−1 p = β/α. Strictly with respect to the fractional values of the Hall conductance σ H = e/(2Φ 0 ) α/β (or equivalently the Landau filling factors ν p,k = α/β = p/(2k − 1)), the model can reproduce either the Jain hierarchy [22] or the Haldane-Alperin hierarchy [6, 7] already discussed in the previous section. However the charge of the quantum excitations will be distinct for each hierarchy as already notice. Let us briefly resume both original hierarchies and its possible relation with the Chern-Simons model:
Jain Hierarchy -Jain [22] considered that the anyons have unit electric charge e * = e such that α = 1 and the integer filling fraction ν 1,1/p = p corresponds for each p electrons to have, in average, one unit of magnetic flux [44, 8, 43, 22] such that |β| = 1/p. By considering further 2q flux tubes attached to each electron (an even integer is necessary due to the induced phase change [22, 8] ) we obtain the full Jain Hierarchy of fractional Hall conductance and respective filling fraction ν 1,(qp±1)/p = |β| = p/(2qp ± 1), hence in equation (25) we have that k = qp.
Haldane-Alperin Hierarchy -Haldane [6] and Alperin [7] considered that the anyons have a fractional electric charge e * = αe, with α = 1/(2k − 1) coinciding with the numerator of the filling fraction given as the inverse of the Chern-Simons coupling coefficient (25) . Hence with this interpretation we have, generally, that for a given filling fraction ν p,2k−1 = p/(2k − 1) we always obtain a fractional charge e * = 1/(2k − 1).
Hence, the conclusion is that although we obtain the same allowed Hall conductance and filling fractions on both hierarchies the physical interpretation for each of them is distinct. In particular the interpretation in terms of the measurable fractional electric charge being e * = α e. While in Jain Hierarchy we always have e * = e, in Haldane-Alperin Hierarchy we have e * = e/(2k − 1). We also remark that the Chern-Simons Landau-Ginzburg model, as described in this section, is only compatible with the Jain Hierarchy. The electric charge of anyons is fixed to be e * = e which is explicit at the Lagrangian level by the electric coupling constant being e in the terms containing products of the gauge fields with the anyon field φ.
Problems Being Addressed
Given the results presented so far there are two main problems concerning the Chern-Simons model just discussed that we will address and tentatively solve employing a distinct Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons model:
1. The 3-dimensional discrete symmetries parity P and time-inversion T are explicitly violated both at level of the action and of the electromagnetic equations of motion due to the relation between scalar (or vector) quantities and pseudo-scalar (or pseudo-vector) quantities. In particular the internal field solution for the internal gauge field a i (a vector) is given in terms of a pseudo-vector quantity as expressed in equations (3) and (18), as well as the well-known electric Hall current J i H (1), a vector current, in the presence of an external electric field E i , is given by a pseudo-vector quantity, σ 2. There is experimental evidence that, for a given Hall conductance σ H = e/(2Φ 0 ) p/(2k − 1), the corresponding fractional charges are e * = e/(2k − 1) [45] . Therefore interpreting this result in terms of anyons we would expect that the number of magnetic vortexes (number of elementary quantum flux) per electron is 1/p as in Haldane-Alperin Hierarchy which does not coincide with the standard interpretation for the the Chern-Simons Landau-Ginzburg model just discussed.
3. A 4-dimensional description of the electromagnetic statistical charges and fields is desirable in order to evaluate whether the Hall system configurations correspond to either measurable charge configurations or induced electromagnetic fields orthogonal to the system, in particular whether it is possible to describe physically measurable fractional electric and magnetic charges of anyons. For Maxwell or Maxwell Chern-Simons it is not possible to describe either orthogonal electric fields either orthogonal electric flux which are required to achieve such construction.
In the remaining of this work we will consistently solve these problems however, although motivated by the fractional Hall effect, the resulting model does not describe the standard Hall effect, instead there will exist extra electromagnetic fields. Let us proceed and briefly justify why the above statements constitute a problem and the relevance of trying to solve them.
Concerning the first point it is widely accepted that strong external fields applied to planar systems violate 4-dimensional parity. This violation is a direct consequence of the spatial system configuration, in very simple terms the system is not a 4-dimensional system, instead it is an approximately planar 3-dimensional system. However, with the exception of chiral phases, where this symmetry is explicitly broken due to spin polarization effects, one may expect that in an effective (meaning macroscopical) planar gauge theory parity symmetry should be preserved. We remark that electromagnetic interactions are parity P , timeinversion T and charge conjugation C invariant, both at classical level (Maxwell equations) and at quantum field theory level (QED). Moreover the planar 3-dimensional semi-classical configurations obtained from the effective Landau-Ginzburg models are, macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic, hence from these arguments it is also expected that the discrete symmetries are preserved in the planar system. In addition we note that the internal gauge field is commonly interpreted as being an auxiliary field instead of a true physical field and it is not directly measured experimentally in this physical framework. However the electric current (the Hall current) is directly measured and is physically meaningful transforming as a vector quantity under the discrete symmetries. Hence equation (20) , although qualitatively correct, from a more fundamental point of view is inconsistent: it is relating a physical vectorial current with a pseudovector quantity, the Hall conductance tensor σ ij H should transform as a tensor instead of transforming as a pseudo-tensor. The most straight forward solution is to consider the Chern-Simons coupling θ k to be a pseudo-scalar (see for instance [46] for a similar construction), in the following we give another solution to this problem by considering the internal gauge field to be a pseudo-vector which naturally arises in pseudo-photon theory [47, 49, 50, 48, 51, 52] .
Concerning the second point we note that it is today an experimental fact that in fractional Hall systems anyons have fractional charge as has been verified by several independent groups [45] . At model level it is enough to consider the electric coupling constant to be e * instead of the standard electron charge e. However the physical existence of measurable fractional electric charges e * = αe for each different measurable Hall conductance σ H = e/(2Φ 0 ) α/β, independently of β, seems to imply that there exist both electric vortexes accounting for the value of α and magnetic vortexes accounting for the value of β. Relating this last statement with the first point and noting that the magnetic field is a pseudo-vector quantity and magnetic flux is a pseudo-scalar quantity we expect, consistently, the number of magnetic vortexes per electron to be given by a pseudo-scalar quantity such that the planar discrete symmetries are preserved. In the following we use the notationβ to differentiate between the pseudo-scalar quantity and scalar quantity β.
Concerning the third point we note that considering both electric and magnetic vortexes in the system, besides being consistent with the formulation of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect in terms of fractional charged anyons, allows for a formulation of these systems in a variational framework of a gauge field theory [53, 54] compatible with the 4-dimensional Maxwell equations [50] , hence from more fundamental principles. In the following we are mostly working at semi-classical level with statistical average fields and we will not derive a quantum formulation for the system, instead the statistical electric and magnetic vortex fluxes will be encoded in the parameters of the model α andβ, however we note that these fluxes can be described as quantum excitations [55] . Specifically the existence of both kind of vortexes is consistent in the framework of dimensional reduced U e (1) × U g (1) extended electromagnetism which we shortly review in the next section.
Pseudo-Photon Gauge Theory
Extended U e (1) × U g (1) electromagnetism was originally motivated by the work of Cabibbo and Ferrari [47] and the possibility of the existence of magnetic monopoles [49, 50, 48] such that are considered a gauge sector corresponding to electric interactions and one gauge sector corresponding to the magnetic interactions. This theory is also justified at variational level (meaning at action level) in the presence of non-regular external electromagnetic fields [51] . We note that in these conceptual systems the Maxwell equations including magnetic 4-currents, in particular the violation of the Bianchi identities, cannot be described at variational level by theories with only the standard gauge field (photon). In addition we stress that although this theory has an U (1) 2 gauge group is not equivalent to the U (1) N (with N = 2) description of the superposition of N electromagnetic distinct collective effects [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . In extended U e (1) × U g (1) electromagnetism we have two distinct types of group charges, the electric charge e and the magnetic charge g and the respective gauge fields have distinct transformation properties under the discrete symmetries, specifically it is considered a vector gauge field A (the photon, corresponding to the gauge group U e (1)) and a pseudovector gauge field C (the pseudo-photon, corresponding to U g (1)).
The derivation of the four-dimensional action for U e (1) × U g (1) extended electromagnetism was carried in [50] based in the Maxwell equations and considering only two assumptions:
-Electromagnetic interactions are P , T and C invariant; -It only exist one electric and one magnetic physical fields.
There is experimental evidence for both these statements which are inherent to the phenomenologically derived Maxwell equations. In addition to the standard gauge field A (the photon, corresponding to the electric interactions and with gauge group U e (1)) we have an extra gauge field C that must transform under the discrete symmetries P and T as a pseudo-vector field (the pseudo-photon, corresponding to the magnetic interactions and with gauge group U g (1)). The transformation properties for the psudo-photon field C are obtained directly from the Maxwell equations [49] , either by noting that magnetic 4-currents are pseudo-vector 4-currents (the magnetic field is a pseudo-vector field) or equivalently by noting that the charges of each gauge groups are directly related to the topological charges of the other gauge group. In simpler terms the minimal coupling to magnetic 4-currents in the Lagrangian is L Jg,4d = g C I J I g (with I = 0, 1, 2, 3), since J I g is a pseudo-vector 4-current, to ensure P and T invariance of the action, the gauge field C I must transform as a pseudo-vector. Given the above assumptions the lower order kinetic terms presented in the Lagrangian are [50] 
up to a sign choice of the topological Hopf term (the last term in the above equation) and with the electric and magnetic fields defined as
In planar 3-dimensional systems this theory allows a description of electromagnetism in terms of the full vectorial electric and magnetic fields [52] . Assuming approximately constant values of the fields across the orthogonal direction to the planar system the bare gauge action for planar (2 + 1-dimensional) extended U e (1) × U g (1) electromagnetism containing both the standard external gauge field A (photon) and an internal gauge field C (pseudo-photon) is [54, 53, 52 , 31]
δ ⊥ stands for the thickness of the system along the orthogonal direction and the 3-dimensional indexes stand for µ = 0, i with the roman indexes running now only over the coordinates in the planar system i = 1, 2. The value of the Chern-Simons coefficient k depends on the type of manifolds considered and the embedding of the 3-dimensional manifold into the 4-dimensional manifold, in particular whether only one boundary or two boundary systems are considered. Specifically it can take the values k = ± 1 2 : for 4D manifolds with only one 3D boundary and spin-structure [54, 52] , k = ±1 : for 4D manifolds with only one 3D boundary without spin-structure or for two boundary systems with spin-structure or for antisymmetric orbifold planes with spin-structure , k = ±2 : for two boundary systems without spin-structure or for antisymmetric orbifold planes without spin-structure [31, 32] ,
for symmetric orbifolds planes [31, 54, 52, 32] , where the ± sign depends on the orientation of the 3-dimensional manifold. Except otherwise stated, in the following we are considering k = 1 corresponding to a 3-dimensional manifold without spin-structure embedded into a 4-dimensional manifold, hence a single boundary system. In geometrical terms we are considering a single plane embedded into an unbounded 4-dimensional manifold such that the second boundary may be considered at spatial infinity for which the fields vanish (this is a standard assumption in electromagnetism and electrodynamics).
The electromagnetic field definitions are [52]
Here the tilde indicates that the respective physical fields are defined in terms of the pseudo-photon gauge field C.Ẽ ⊥ and B ⊥ stand for the components of the electromagnetic fields orthogonal to the planar system and E i andB i to the components of the electromagnetic field along the planar system. In the remaining of this work we drop the index ⊥ such that B = B ⊥ andẼ =Ẽ ⊥ .
We stress again that in planar systems the standard U (1) Maxwell theory, Chern-Simons theory or Maxwell Chern-Simons theory only describe the orthogonal magnetic field B = B ⊥ = ǫ ⊥jk ∂ j A k /2 and the longitudinal electric field components E i = F 0i . A description of all the field components as given in (29) is only possible in extended electromagnetism theories such as pseudo-photon theory.
Also an interesting and relevant result within the framework of dimensionally reduced pseudo-photon theory is that the Chern-Simons coupling in (28) is fixed from the higher dimensional theory such that, when considering systems containing anyons, the spin-statistics relation cannot be set by fine-tuning this coupling. Instead it should be set by topological arguments either at macroscopical level by considering vortex (3D) or flux tubes (4D) configurations or at microscopical level by considering the braiding of particle trajectories (Wilson lines) [26] . In the following we are mostly considering vortex configurations which can be lifted either to flux tubes or electromagnetic fields in the 4-dimentional manifold.
Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons Model with Pseudo-Photons
In this section we will develop a Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons model containing a pseudo-photon field. Let us note that in the framework of U e (1) × U g (1) extended electromagnetism, a particle carrying both electric flux and magnetic flux must couple both to the A field (through its electric flux) and to the C field (through its magnetic flux). This is the case for anyons. We also remark that 3-dimensional charge does not distinguish between 4-dimensional configurations corresponding to orthogonal electromagnetic fields and charges, only in 4-dimensions, given the relative directions of the flux at each side of the planar system can properly distinguish whether it corresponds to a field or charge configuration. We will discuss this topic in detail in the next section, for now let us note that when external and induced orthogonal fields are present a non-null statistical 3-dimensional charge (either electric or magnetic) may be obtained in the planar system.
From the standard macroscopical description of the Hall effect by Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons models discussed in the introduction (section 1.3) we will assume that the Hall conductance depends both on the average number of magnetic and electric unit flux for each anyon in system. One possible interpretation for this assumption is that fractional electric charge is due to electric vortexes vortexes in the system being the usual electron charge screened by some mechanism. Here we adopt this interpretation and, at model level, we implement this screening by considering a simplified framework for which the internal gauge field a is explicitly absent from the model affecting only the magnetic flux carried by each anyon. In the following we further assume macroscopical magnetic charge neutrality allowing non-null macroscopical electric charge.
To explicitly build a Lagrangian we are taking the following assumptions with respect to the field content and couplings of the model:
1. φ is a complex field representing a many particle state of anyons, i.e. composite electrons carrying each an average electric flux eα (a scalar quantity) and an average magnetic flux gβ (a pseudo-scalar quantity). Here e is the electric coupling constant, the charge of the electron, and g is the coupling constant corresponding to the pseudo-photon field C which coincides with the unit of magnetic charge [50] according to the original theory of Dirac monopoles [56] . As for α andβ represents the average number of electric and magnetic unit fluxes carried by each anyon in the system; 2. φ * φ is real and transforms as a scalar under the discrete symmetries P and T ; 3. to lower order, the standard external photon field A couples to the internal pseudo-photon field C through the Chern-Simons terms and to the electric flux of anyons, hence coupling to the anyon field φ through the effective scalar coupling constant (non-dynamical and space-time independent) eα;
4. to lower order, the internal pseudo-photon field C couples to the standard external photon field A through the Chern-Simons terms and to the magnetic flux of anyons, hence coupling to the anyon field φ through the effective pseudo-scalar coupling constant (non-dynamical and space-time independent) gβ. This coupling constant, being a pseudo-scalar, ensures that the Lagrangian is P and T invariant [46] ; 5. as for the internal standard photon field a is not considered as a dynamical variable and is explicitly excluded from the model. Implicitly it is responsible for the magnetic flux eα attached to each anyon; 6. at model level we consider both electric and magnetic external currents J µ e and J µ g representing the statistical currents as introduced in equation (10) in section 1.3. Although macroscopical flux conservation is ensured, non-neutral systems are allowed such that the non-null macroscopical statistical charge densities are interpreted as induced fluxes in the planar system. Given these assumptions we next proceed to write the Lagrangian for the model and derive the respective equations of motion and current equations. We will also discuss the relation between the Hall conductance obtained from this model and Dirac's quantization condition and explicitly show that the assumption of α andβ being the average number of electric and magnetic unit fluxes carried by each anyon in the system is corroborated by the solutions of the equations of motion. We briefly discuss several allowed configurations for the model which are solutions of the equations of motion having distinct values for the macroscopical statistical electric and magnetic charge densities.
The Action and Equations of Motion for the Model
Given the above assumptions we consider the Lagrangian L
Herem is the effective renormalized mass of the anyon and L C is given in equation (28) corresponding to the bare pseudo-photon theory action.
The usual partition function for this model is obtained by a functional integral over the internal degrees of freedom, i.e. over the fields φ and C,
In the following we will compute the statistical currents directly from the Lagrangian from the functional derivatives of L with respect to the external gauge fields components A µ as discussed in the introduction (see equation (10) and discussion thereafter). We will particularize the solutions of the equations of motion to stationary and uniform electromagnetic field configurations such that the contribution of the kinetic terms (the Maxwell terms F µν F µν and G µν G µν ) are null, as well as ∂ 0 φ = ∂ i φ = 0. Hence in the following discussions, we omit the contribution of the Maxwell terms to the equations of motion.
For a given constant external electric field E i = ∂ i A 0 and magnetic field B = ǫ ij ∂ i A j /2, expressed in terms of the gauge field A µ , the Equations of Motion for the internal fields are
The negative sign in the first term in the left hand side of equations (33) is due to the swapping of indexes in the antisymmetric tensor, ǫ i0j = −ǫ 0ij . As for the statistical electric charges and vectorial currents are obtained from the functional derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to A µ
Assuming static and homogeneous solutions for the electromagnetic fields (specificallyẼ andB i ) we obtain from the equation of motion (34)
For these solutions the internal and external components of the electromagnetic fields are related through the coupling constants eα and gβ orthogonal components : gβẼ = −eα B , longitudinal components :
We recall that for pseudo-photon theory all components of the electromagnetic fields exist in planar systems [52] as defined in equation (29) . For the model describing planar systems we are presently discussing the external fields applied to the system are the orthogonal magnetic field B and the longitudinal electric field E i and the internal induced fields are the orthogonal electric fieldẼ and the longitudinal magnetic fieldB i .
Given the above solutions (37), considering both the magnetic current obtained from the equation of motion (33) and the statistical electric current (the Hall current) from equation (36) we obtain the following relation for both currents J i e and J i g
This result is consistent with the interpretation that the anions are composite particles carrying an average electric flux with equivalent electric charge eα and an average magnetic flux with equivalent magnetic charge gβ. In particular imply that the currents can be re-expressed in terms of an unique anionic current J 
Any combination of values for J 0 e and J 0 g obeying the above equalities can describe a system containing N anyons with an applied external orthogonal magnetic field of value B. We will further discuss several particular fine-tuned configurations by the end of this section. For now let us consider the standard assumption of the non-existence of magnetic charge, hence magnetic charge neutrality of the planar system
From these relations, for a given anyon number N and coupling constants eα and gβ, we obtain the following locking values for the external orthogonal magnetic field B, as well as the respective value of the induced orthogonal electric fieldẼ (38) and statistical electric charge density (41)
These equations are the counterpart of the locking and vortex solutions given in equation (18) for the Chern-Simons model discussed in section 1.3. In the model we are presently discussing, the internal gauge fields correspond to the pseudo-photon field C i and from the above solution forẼ (42) and the definition of the orthogonal electric field (29) we obtain the following vortex solution for the field components
Similarly, from the lock equation for the magnetic field B (42), we can write the formal equality
However we stress that this is not a solution for the external gauge field, instead must be interpreted as that the external gauge field induces vortex solutions in the planar system. We note that, if this model turns out to actually have any relevance to Hall systems, these results are physically intuitive when interpreted in terms of the electromagnetic fields. The interpretation is that the external magnetic field induces magnetic vortexes in the system with an orthogonal magnetic flux of opposite direction (with value g * = −gβ per anyon) as expressed in (44) which, in turn, create electric vortexes in the system (the fractional charge of the anyons with value e * = eα per anyon) as expressed in (43) inducing an electric field orthogonal to the system (42). We recall that an (non-screened) electric charge usually creates an electric field, here the induced field is due to the pseudo-photon gauge field (Ẽ = ǫ ij ∂ i C j /2). As already discussed, such a mechanism is not possible in planar system for Maxwell and Maxwell Chern-Simons theories, an orthogonal electric field is not present for these theories simply because it is not described by these theories.
Of possible relevance to the Fractional Hall effect, from the results obtained so far and depending on the external fields configurations, we obtain the following three distinct regimes:
I. no external fields applied, E i =Ẽ i = B =B = 0, we obtain the trivial solutions without any anyons in the system, no Hall current is present and no induced electromagnetic fields are present, hence from the gauge field solutions C µ = A µ = 0 we obtain
II. only an orthogonal magnetic field is applied, E i = 0 and B = ǫ ij ∂ i A j /2 = 0, the external magnetic field creates anyons in the planar system, no Hall current is present and it is induced an orthogonal electric field, hence from the gauge field
, the external electric field induces an Hall current and a longitudinal magnetic field, hence from the gauge field solutions C µ = −eα/(gβ) A µ we obtain
with the Hall conductance given byσ
Therefore we obtained similar results to the Chern-Simons model discussed in section 1.3 with the equations (45), (46) and (47) being the counterpart of equations (21), (22) and (23), respectively. However now both the vortex solutions for the internal pseudo gauge field C i (43) correctly relates pseudo vectorial quantities as opposed to the vortex solution for the internal gauge field a i (18) and the Hall conductanceσ ij H transforms as a tensor under the discrete symmetries P and T due to being the product of a pseudo-scalar (eα/(2gβ)) by a pseudo-tensor (ǫ ij ) such that the Hall current is, correctly, defined as a vectorial quantity. In addition are present both a non-null orthogonal electric fieldẼ and longitudinal magnetic fieldsB i as expected from the electric and magnetic fluxes carried by the anyons in the system. It is missing to properly justify the interpretation of the dimensionless coupling constants α andβ as the average (in the statistical sense) number of unit electric and magnetic flux vortex, respectively. In the next section we address this issue by perturbing the solutions to the equations of motion.
The Parameters α andβ as the Average Number of unit Fluxes per Anyon
In the standard Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons models presented in the introduction there are finite energy solutions for the standard internal photon field a which correspond to magnetic vortexes [20, 41] as expressed in equation (24) . In the new model just derived with an internal pseudo-photon field C we have, instead, finite energy solutions corresponding to electric vortexes
These vortexes are here considered to have one unit of electric charge e and are written in Cartesian coordinates. The existence of these configurations can be inferred directly from the solutions for the equations of motion for the field components C i given in equation (43) .
Let us consider adding or removing one unit electric vortex to a planar system containing N anyons by considering a perturbation of the field components C i as expressed in (43) by an amount c i as expressed in (48) . Hence the perturbed equation for the statistical electric charge density (35) is
with N = φ * φ and considering the value for the statistical electric charge density J 0 e = 2eα N (42). Integrating this equation we obtain the following solution for the C i field components
We can readily conclude that adding or removing an unit electric vortex to the system shifts α by the amount ±1/N such that the solution (43) is retrieved by redefining α → α ′ = α ± 1/N confirming the assumption for α being the average number of unitary electric vortexes in the system, hence defined as
Here p is an integer representing the total number of electric vortexes in the system such that eα N = e p is the total macroscopical statistical electric flux generated by the anyons in the planar system.
As already discussed we have assumed that the internal gauge field a is non-dynamical, hence excluded from the macroscopical theory. Let us show that, as already put forward in the previous section, although not being a dynamical field the effect of the a field is present in the model through the vortex solutions of the type
These configurations have unit magnetic charge g and are directly inferred from the lock condition on the external gauge field components A i as expressed in (44) .
Hence adding or removing one of such vortexes to the system by perturbing the external field A i by an amount a i corresponding to the unit vortex solution we obtain, from the magnetic Gauss' law equation (32),
where, again, we have replaced φ * φ = N and consider null statistical magnetic charge density J 0 g = 0 (41). Integrating this equation we obtain the locking condition for the external magnetic field
Hence either condition (44), or equivalently (42) , are retrieved by redefiningβ →β ′ ± 1/N confirming the assumption forβ being the number of unit magnetic vortexes in the planar system defined aŝ
Here q is an integer representing the total number of magnetic vortexes in the planar system such that gβ N = g q1 is the total magnetic flux due to the N anyons.1 is a pseudo-scalar number of unit modulus |1| = 1 and has been introduced such thatβ is a pseudo-scalar quantity.
In addition we confirm that the magnetic vortexes are due to the internal gauge field a, the standard photon. The condensation or screening effect is however not explained at all by this construction, as has been put forward in [52] a more fundamental description must be developed in order to understand and describe it (for instance, see [55] for a tentative description employing canonical functional quantization).
Here we have simply shown that the existence of magnetic vortexes justifies our original assumptions when setting up the model.
In the next section we discuss the relation between the unit electric charge e and unit magnetic charge g assuming Dirac's quantization condition [56, 57] and showing that, for the model derived here, it is equivalent to the quantization of magnetic flux [58] .
The Fractional Hall Conductance, Dirac's Quantization Condition and Quantization of Magnetic Flux
So far we have not explicitly specified the relation between the unit electric charge e and the unit magnetic charge g. Pseudo-photon theory has been developed based in Dirac's theory of monopoles, hence we may assume Dirac quantization condition [56] 
hence for n = 1 we obtain, expressed in terms of the magnetic flux quantum Φ 0 = h/2e [58] ,
Therefore, from (39), the Hall conductance is a pseudo-scalar quantity given bŷ
being proportional to the ratio between the average electric flux and magnetic flux of the N anyons in the planar system.
To further proceed let us note that experimentally the fractional charge of anyons e * is given by an odd fraction such that e * = e/(2n − 1). Hence let us consider an adaptation from Haldane [6] and Alperin [7] arguments (see also [43] ) assuming that for an planar system, for each 2n − 1 electrons there is an electric vortex and for eachq electrons there is a magnetic vortex. Given these assumptions we obtain
whereq is a pseudo-scalar number such that |q| = |q|. Within the model derived in this work we obtain straight forwardly the fractional electric flux e * = eα = e/(2n−1) and the fractional magnetic flux gβ = g/q carried by each anyon, as well as the fractional Hall conductancê
with the respective Landau level filling fraction νq ,n =1α/β =q/(2n − 1). Only in these last equations we explicitly considered h, in the remaining of this work we have considered natural units h = 1.
We note that no justifications for the odd denominator of the fractional charge neither forq and 2n − 1 having no common prime factors are given at the level of the model presented here. These characteristics are usually justified based in spin-statistics arguments. Nevertheless this construction reproduces, at model level, the known results for Hall systems and the experimental verification of fractional charge quantization of 1/(2n − 1) independently ofq [45] . Nevertheless it is relevant to note that within the model presented so far the fluxes e * and g * are due to planar vortex, hence may correspond either to 4-dimensional charge or field configurations, we will properly discuss this issue in section 3. Also we have shown that for the model developed in this work Dirac's quantization condition with n = 1 is equivalent to the quantization of magnetic flux by the amount Φ 0 = 2e/h. However, as a final remark, we note that the extra orthogonal electric field and longitudinal magnetic fields are not present in the standard Hall effect, hence this model does not describes this effect. If some suppression mechanism is considered, then it may represent a standard Hall system. This may be the case, for example, of bi-layer Hall systems where these extra fields may become non-observable contributing only to the inter-layer correlation function. We will not further develop here.
Other Model Configurations
So far, with respect to the value of the statistical charge densities J 0 e and J 0 g , we have assumed global statistical magnetic charge neutrality J 0 g = 0. This case is a particular case for which the locking condition for the external magnetic field B and the number of anyons N (composite electrons) in the system, as given in equation (39) , reproduces the Hall system constraints (42) and vortex solutions for the internal gauge field (43) maintaining the macroscopical magnetic charge null.
The constraints imposed on the statistical currents constitute a fine-tuning of the model and generally other fine-tuned values for J 0 e and J 0 g can be considered. However, depending on the specific fine-tuning may be harder, if not impossible, to interpret the solutions in terms of vortex solutions, hence the interpretation of the parameters α andβ may becomes unclear due to the electric and magnetic vortex solutions being mixed. We stress that the choice J g = 0 was motivated by assuming null global magnetic charge. This discussion is not conclusive until we properly discuss boundary conditions for the 4-dimensional embedding of the planar system in section 3. Let us postpone this discussion for a while and briefly list other particular fine-tuning choices. 
with the same Hall current J H (e) i = J 
also withẼ = 0. Although anyons and an Hall current (60) exist in the system as well as the vortex solutions for the internal gauge field components a i and c i can be derived from the equations of motion for A 0 and C 0 , the external magnetic is null. Although by itself this configuration seems meaningless, when embedded in a 4-dimensional configurations can be interpreted as describing a Meissner effect, although a magnetic field external to the system may still be present, it does not penetrate the planar system. We will discuss this configuration later on from a 4-dimensional thickened system perspective.
J
For completeness let us also consider the particular case for anti-self-dual charge configurations such that the equality J 0 g = −gβ/(eα) J 0 e for the statistical charge densities is considered. From (40) we obtain
We note that for this case (N = φ * φ = 0) the Lagrangian terms containing the anyonic fields are identically null. Hence the parameters α andβ are arbitrary and cannot be interpreted as the average vortex fluxes per (composite) particle in the system: we are back to 3-dimensional pseudo-photon theory with statistical electric and magnetic currents parameterized by the ratio gβ/(eα). Hence this configurations does not correspond to an Hall system either.
4D Charges, Fields and Discrete Symmetries
So far we have discussed only the statistical 3-dimensional charges. As already pointed out, a 3-dimensional charge can correspond in 4-dimensions either to an orthogonal field or a charge configuration. In particular we note that 3-dimensional vortexes usually only account for field flux orthogonal to the planar system and, when lifted back to 4-dimensions, can correspond to flux tubes constituting either charge configurations either field configurations depending on the embedding of the 3-dimensional manifold into the 4-dimensional manifold.
To distinguish between these two components of the 3-dimensional charge densities we note that the flux due to an electromagnetic field crossing the planar system along the orthogonal direction x ⊥ has the same relative sign in both sides of the plane, while a charge configuration generates an electromagnetic field of opposite directions at each side of the planar system, hence with a flux of opposite sign at each side of the plane (with respect to x ⊥ ). Specifically we obtain that
Here x i (with i = 1, 2) are the coordinates along the planar system and x ⊥ the spatial direction orthogonal to the planar system. The superscript '+' sign stand for the values of the fields above the planar system (x ⊥ > 0) and the superscript '−' sign stands for the values of the fields below the planar system (x ⊥ < 0). These two cases are pictured in figure 1. Hence we conclude that to properly identify whether the orthogonal fields induced by the planar system and the respective 3-dimensional statistical charges correspond either to 4-dimentional charges, field configurations or a combination of both it is required to analyse their values in two infinitesimal neighbourhoods along the orthogonal spatial direction above (x ⊥ > 0) and below (x ⊥ < 0) the planar system.
Next we analyse this construction based only on geometrical arguments and the symmetries of the planar system. Later on we will consider a more realistic model by considering a thick planar system with two distinct boundaries and varying fields along the bulk. 
Setting Relative Boundary Conditions
To proceed let us recall that the orientation of the 3-dimensional manifold containing the planar system, as perceived in the 4-dimensional manifold from above and below the planar system, are reversed to each other. This is understood by noting that the exterior normal to the system must be chosen either to point outwards or inwards of the system at the boundaries, hence if above the system it is pointing outwards, below the system it must point downwards. This is a standard procedure in 4-dimensional electromagnetism and electrodynamics: whenever in the presence of a charged object is is required to choose a manifold orientation such that outwards and inward field fluxes are well defined.
To clarify this statement and properly set the relative orientations above and below the planar system, as well as its embedding in the 4-dimensional manifold, let us consider an infinitesimal thickening of the planar system originally at x ⊥ = z = 0 by an amount δ ⊥ along the orthogonal direction, hence obtaining two boundaries of the thickened planar system above and below z = 0, specifically at z (±) = ±δ ⊥ /2. We will refer to both these boundaries as upper sheet, x ⊥ = z (+) , and lower sheet, x ⊥ = x (−) (for details on relative boundary conditions in 3-dimensional systems see [31, 32] and for the embedding of planar systems see [52] ). Then, choosing a specific orientation for one of the boundaries of the thickened system imposes the inverse orientation in the other boundary, for a constant external magnetic field the transformation mapping each boundary into each other is
with the remaining fields and parameters of the model being invariant under this mapping, in particular the external electric field E i , N , eα and gβ. We recall that the anti-symmetric tensor ǫ µνλ (the Levi-Civita symbol) is invariant under this transformation and that the pseudo-photon field is set by the equations of motion such that the transformation forẼ is fixed by the external magnetic field (38) . This transformation allows us to relate both boundaries of the thickened planar system and infer that the embedding in the 4-dimensional manifold can be defined in the bounded space R 2 × [−δ ⊥ /2, δ ⊥ /2]/P / z such that the planar system at x ⊥ = z = 0 is defined in an orbifold plane [31, 32] . This construction is pictured in figure 2 . We note that configurations obeying the relative boundary conditions imposed by the map (65) explicitly break 4-dimensional parity P , however this is a common feature of planar systems under external orthogonal fields. We will return to this discussion by the end of the manuscript.
Estimating Statistical Currents in the 4D Manifold
From the above symmetry (65) we can estimate the statistical currents from the perspective of the 4-dimensional world in which the 3-dimensional manifold (the planar system) is embedded. In the following we will use the notation J .
As a first approach to estimate the current and charges from the perspective of the 4-dimensional world, we implement the map (65) by considering the superposition of two copies of the planar systems, one slightly above and one slightly below z = 0, related by this map, maintaining however the same spatial orientation for both systems such that the map acts on the field configurations only leaving the spatial axis directions unchanged. We consider the weight 1/2 for each of the planar systems such that the current and charge densities are simply obtained by averaging of the respective quantities at each system.
We recall that the solutions for the equations of motion expressed in equation (37) are independent of any fine-tune in the statistical charge densities (or equivalently, independent of the fine-tune between B and N ). Hence the solution for the vectorial components of the statistical currents given in equation (39) is invariant under the map (65) and the Hall current as perceived in the 4-dimensional manifold coincides with the 3-dimensional Hall current at each of the planar systems considered. Specifically it is computed by averaging the Hall current in the upper and lower sheet of the system
Consistently the same results are obtained for the magnetic vector current,
As for the electromagnetic charge densities and electromagnetic fields as perceived in the 4-dimensional manifold are obtained by half the sum and half the differences of the respective 3-dimensional quantities in the upper and lower sheets
.
where we have taken in consideration the statistical charge densities expressions (40) , for a given external magnetic field B and number of anyons (or electrons) in the system N . Further taking in consideration the orientation inversion transformation (65) we obtain the following upper and lower 3-dimensional charge densities J
such that the charges and orthogonal fields evaluated from the perspective of the 4-dimensional manifold are J
These results are independent of the specific fine-tuning for 3-dimensional statistical charge configurations, in particular whether we have fine-tuned J , J 0(−)
Given these results we conclude that the map (65) swaps the electric with the magnetic charge densities from the upper boundary to the lower boundary.
It is relevant to note that due to these results not depending on the specific fine-tuning of the 3-dimensional statistical charge densities the model presented here allows for a relatively large set of 3-dimensional configurations corresponding to the same measurable effects in the 4-dimensional manifold. Although, at model level, this characteristic can be an advantage allowing to incorporate distinct internal interpretations with respect to electric and magnetic charge location, from a fundamental point of view it clearly fails to give an unique answer, in particular whether each composite particle (anyons) carries both electric and magnetic charge or independent electrical and magnetically charged particles coexist in the system and whether these two kind of charged particles lay at distinct planes of the thickened system. This discussion implies that to properly address this problem it should be considered a statistical description of the thick system directly based in a microscopical theory/model accounting for the localization of charged excitations. We will not address this issue here.
We recall that the planar pseudo-photon action (28) was deriving assuming all fields constant along the thickness of the system δ ⊥ [52] . In this section, mainly due to this characteristic, we have considered the superposition of two planar systems related by the map (65). To implement this map considering one single thickened planar system it is required to consider a 4-dimensional system with varying fields across the orthogonal direction. In particular it is required to obtain a bulk configuration in the range
that interpolates between the two boundaries of the system such that the map (65) is obeyed for each two planes at z and −z in this interval. Specifically at the orbifold point of the map z = 0 we obtain
This planar configuration has already been discussed in subsection 2.4.2 being an allowed solution of the 3-dimensional equations of motion with null external magnetic field B and the desired relative fine-tuning between the electric and magnetic statistical charges (62) . Here it is interpreted as that the thickened system has an effective null magnetic field at the orbifold plane due to the relative boundary conditions, hence interpreted as a Meissner effect for the external magnetic field, it does not penetrate the planar system.
Next we formally define such a thickened planar system and explicitly compute the solutions of the equations of motion confirming the estimative just derived from the map (65) based in geometrical arguments.
Towards a more Realistic Model: Solutions of 4D Thick Equations of Motion
In this section we consider the Lagrangian for a thick system of thickness δ ⊥ defined in the interval z ∈ [−δ ⊥ /2, +δ ⊥ /2] and compute the respective 4-dimensional statistical currents from the equations of motion and the current equations. We note that alternatively one could consider the system defined only between the orbifold plane and one of the boundaries obtaining exactly the same results.
We are considering the fields to have dependence on the z coordinate although only with non-null components µ = 0, x, y being the orthogonal components of the fields assumed to be null
Also we note that here, the 4-dimensional statistical currents J µ e(4D) (z) and J µ g(4D) (z), are evaluated for each value of the orthogonal coordinate z, hence should not be confused with the effective 3-dimensional currents densities J µ e(4D) and J µ g(4D) expressed in equations (67) and (68) which are obtained in the thin planar approximation (we will re-derive this quantities by the end of this section).
Then we consider the following Lagrangian inside the thickened system
while considering the Lagrangian to be identically null outside the planar system
Further assuming regularity of the remaining components of the gauge fields the (2 + 1)
We recall that, when the fields are regular, the derivative of the Chern-Simons term is a total derivative not contributing to the bulk 4-dimensional equations of the motion. However this term does contribute to the boundary equations of motion, to include this effect we integrate the Hopf term (the last term in the Lagrangian (76)) over the orthogonal coordinate considering the same orientation for both boundaries obtaining the Chern-Simons terms at the boundaries
Here we re-expressed this term using two Dirac delta functions such that these contributions are interpreted as boundary current sources located at z ± = ±δ ⊥ /2 for the thickened planar system. We are taking the same orientation choice for both boundaries such that both boundaries contributions add up, otherwise it would be required to consider a inversion of the z axis direction across the thickness of the system. Here the orientation inversion between both boundaries is modelled by the field solutions such that map (65) will still be obtained by setting the appropriate boundary conditions without an explicit inversion of the z axis.
From the above Lagrangian (74), considering the decomposition (76) and the boundary contribution (77) we obtain the following equations of motion
and the statistical current equations
To further proceed and solve these equations it is required to set the boundary conditions. We will assume the upper and lower boundary solutions considered in the previous section as imposed by the map (65) such that in the upper half of the system, for z > 0, the 3-dimensional magnetic statistical charge is null and in the lower half of the system, for z < 0, the 3-dimensional electric statistical charge is null according to (71)
We recall that this choice is not mandatory, up to an overall scaling constant, as discussed in the previous section the 4-dimesional charges as well as Hall currents are independent of any fine-tuning of the 3-dimensional statistical charges as long as the parameters α andβ are maintained fixed across the system thickness. However as we have already noticed this choice allows for a direct interpretation in terms of magnetic and electric vortex solutions as expressed in equations (43) and (44) . We further remark that, although when introducing the map (65) we have considered relative opposite orientations at each boundary, here we are considered the same orientation at both boundaries to avoid an explicit inversion of the z axis, hence the field solutions will correspond to a modelling of the boundary conditions imposed by map (65) without an explicit space orientation reversal, instead some of the fields will swap sign along the orthogonal direction reproducing the same effect of a orientation reversal [59] .
To implement the boundary conditions (83) we are considering a coordinate field factorization (2 + 1) + 1 (for the coordinates (z, x µ ) with µ = 0, 1, 2) such that the 4-dimensional external fields, internal fields and currents in the thickened planar system factorize as
where we introduced the normalization constants k A , k C and k φ which account for the thickness of the system and the z dependent functions f A (z) and f C (z) which account for the vectorial fields components variation across the orthogonal coordinate z. We note that, for compatibility with the boundary condition (83), f A (z) must be an antisymmetric function for which we impose the following boundary conditions
Hence we are assuming that the time-components A 0 and C 0 of the gauge fields, the vectorial components of the statistical currents J i e and J i g and the anyon field φ do not vary across the thickness of the system while the vectorial components of the gauge fields A i and C i do depend on the orthogonal coordinate x ⊥ = z. In particular we note that the planar spatial components A i of the external gauge field swap sign across the system thickness. Again we remark that these field components are now interpreted as an effective bulk description of the external fields that obey the map (65) such that the boundary orientation reversal are modelled by a regular field configuration, we stress that these do not physically correspond to an inversion of the external gauge fields components, instead this construction, is interpreted as modelling the effective external gauge field value inside the thickened system compatible with the boundary conditions imposed by (65). We are further considering that the parameters eα and gβ are constant along the orthogonal coordinate z.
Considering static and homogeneous solutions for the electromagnetic fields for each plane with fixed value of the coordinate z we obtain the solution
Given the field decomposition (84) and demanding compatibility with the boundary conditions (83) we obtain the following solutions
Further considering the static external gauge field configuration
a straight forward linear solution for these equations of motion is simply
with the flux tube solutions for the pseudo-photon
and the lock equation for the external gauge field
Hence, from (79) and (82), are obtained the 4-dimensional Hall current density
being null for z = ±δ ⊥ /2, hence localized at the boundaries z = ±δ ⊥ /2.
As for the 4-dimensional statistical charge densities we obtain
being null outside of the planar system.
Hence we explicitly computed the 4-dimensional solutions for a thickened planar system for which the statistical 3-dimensional currents coincide with the estimative given in section 3.2 obeying the boundary conditions (83), therefore justifying the values obtained in equations (67) and (68). We note that the constants k A and k C in the field solutions, as well as the normalization of the functions f A and f C have already been fine-tuned to match the boundary conditions (83).
Next we explicitly re-compute the values of the 3-dimensional current and charge densities and discussed the planar limit of the field solutions for the thickened model just derived showing that, due to the relative boundary conditions imposed by the map (65), they do not coincides with the model discussed in section 2.1, instead both non-null statistical electric and magnetic charges must be present and the effective external magnetic field is null in the plane z = 0 due to the orbifold relation imposed by map (65).
(Re-)Computing Statistical Currents and the Thin Planar Approximation
The 3-dimensional vector current and charge densities, as perceived from the perspective of the 4-dimensional manifold, are computed simply by integrating over the orthogonal coordinate (66), hence from (92), (93) and (94) we straight forwardly obtain
Here we are using the same notation of equation (66), the quantities J µ e(4D) and J µ g(4D) (without brakets) represent the 3-dimensional current and charge densities as perceived in the 4-dimensional manifold. As for the 3-dimensional current and charge densities for the planar system discussed in section 3.2 can be computed by integrating the respective 4-dimensional quantities over the upper half and lower half of the thick system
We stress that these quantities do not exactly match the ones computed in section 3.2 where a superposition of two planar systems related by map (65) were considered such that the current and charge densities were computed by averaging the same quantities for both these systems. This construction was required due to the two planar systems considered in section 3.2 being obtained by dimensional reduction of two superimposed thick systems of thickness δ ⊥ with constant fields along the orthogonal coordinate. The thick model just derived represents a single system of thickness δ ⊥ having varying fields across the orthogonal coordinate such that the map (65) is valid for every two planes at z and −z along the orthogonal coordinate. Hence the bar quantities just computed and the respective quantities in section 3.2 are related by a factor of two J µ(±)
being the values given above particularized to the boundary conditions (83).
Once we computed the statistical current and charge densities for the thick system we can return to a planar description of the system. This can be achieved by taking the thin limit approximation
The most interesting result is that the thick vortex solutions, consistently with the 4-dimensional charges interpretation for the model (70), correspond now to flux tubes with variable flux along the z coordinate having a positive flux for z > 0 and a negative flux for z < 0 as expected from a charge-like configuration. We also remark that at z = 0 the flux is null as expected from the map (71) for which the planar system configuration corresponds to the self-dual charge configuration discussed in subsection 2.4.2. In this thin limit exists a discontinuity at the planar system (the plane at z = 0) such that the vortex solution and magnetic field locking condition are
and the 3-dimensional charges coincide with the self-dual configuration of the planar system with a null external magnetic field
Once more we recall that the value of the external magnetic field is interpreted as the effective field at the plane containing the system as already discussed.
Hence we have just derived the solutions of the equations of motion for a thickened planar system retrieving, in the thin limit approximation, a consistent description of charges and fields. We stress again that the results just derived are valid for any fine-tuning of the 3-dimensional charge configurations across the orthogonal direction of the thickened system and that, although the 4-dimensional measurable effects are the same for all these configurations, the physical interpretation with respect to the internal interactions are distinct.
As a particular example we note that the fine-tuning considered in this section is interpreted as that electric and magnetic charged excitations lay in distinct planes along the orthogonal direction to the thickened system, specifically the 3-dimensional electric and magnetic charges lay at opposite boundaries. As another particular example, taking the self-dual configuration for all values of z, J 0 g(3D) (z) = eα/(gβ) J 0 e(3D) (z) we conclude that it corresponds to the coexistence of electric and magnetic charged configurations at the same plane of the thickened system and that the external magnetic field is null at the plane of the system such that a Meissner effect is present. Clearly these two configurations correspond to distinct interactions between the electric and magnetic excitations. This is not completely unexpected, usually a macroscopical description of any system has reduced degrees of freedom. Nevertheless we can conclude from this discussion that a planar description does not allow to fully describe the system, instead it may be required a thickened model to properly describe the internal interactions.
3.5 3D and 4D Discrete Symmetries P , T and C So far we have not explicitly analysed the parity transformation for the model and configurations discussed in this article. As already mentioned 4-dimensional parity (in this section we use the notation P (4D) ) is explicitly violated due to the external magnetic field. As for 3-dimensional parity (in this section we use the notation P (3D) ) is conserved at the planar system. This result can be verified as usual by explicitly showing that the equations of motion correctly transform under the parity transformation. We also discuss time inversion (T (4D) and T (3D) ) and charge conjugation (C (4D) and C (3D) ).
4-dimensional parity inverts the spatial coordinates (x, y, z), hence corresponding to an inversion of spatial orientation, while time inversion reverses the time coordinate direction t. The several vector and pseudovector fields and currents and scalar and pseudo-scalar charge densities are mapped according to the following transformations [50, 60] :
with i = x, y, z. As for charge conjugation C (4D) it swaps the sign of all the 4-fields and 4-currents. Next we analyse the effect of these symmetries in the planar quantities by assuming that at each plane of fixed z their value correspond to the value of the respective 4-dimensional quantities for that specific value of the coordinate z.
Violation of P (4D) can be explicitly checked by the transformation of the Hall current definitions (39) and charge definitions (40) , noting that under 4-dimensional parity the parameterβ swaps sign while the parameter α is unchanged we obtain
hence these expression are not invariant explicitly violating parity.
Time inversion T (4D) is conserved, this can be explicitly checked by noting that the parameterβ swaps sign while the parameter α remains unchanged and considering the explicit transformations for the Hall currents (40) and the charge definitions (40)
hence time inversion is conserved.
Charge conjugation C (4D) is trivially conserved, all quantities swap sign and the definitions of charges and currents consistently change the sign of both the right and left hand side.
As for P (4D) T (4D) it is also violated, we note that this discrete transformation swaps the sign of both electric and magnetic fields not changing the sign for both electric and magnetic currents and charge densities, hence the transformation of the electric Hall current explicitly violates this symmetry. This result may also be directly inferred from violation of parity and conservation of time inversion. The same arguments follow for P (4D) C (4D) . To show that T (4D) C (4D) is conserved it is enough to note that each of the symmetries T (4D) and C (4D) is independently conserved.
For last also P CT is violated due to P violation and P T conservation. We recall that P CT violation is in quantum field theories (in particular QED) an unusual occurrence. However we note that for the model being discussed it is simply due to parity violation which, in turn is due to the external orthogonal magnetic field applied to a planar configuration of the system, in simple terms the physics is constraint to a plane (or thickened plane) such that the full 4-dimensional symmetry no longer apply.
Next we analyse the 3-dimensional discrete symmetries for fixed values of the coordinate z (z = 0 when a planar system is considered) concluding that these symmetries are actually conserved. In 3-dimensions a inversion of space orientation correspond to the inversion of one of the axis (the inversion of both x and y is equivalent to a planar rotation). Hence we choose to invert the y coordinate such that P (3D) and T (3D)
are defined as [32] : (110) and 3-dimensional charge conjugation C (3D) swaps the signs of all fields and charges.
Noting that under 3-dimensional parity the parameterβ swaps sign while the parameter α is unchanged we obtain the following transformation of the Hall currents (39) and charges (40) under parity: 
hence we conclude that 3-dimensional parity is conserved.
3-dimensional time inversion T (3D) acts in the fields exactly as the respective 4-dimensional symmetry (109) being also conserved. Finally 3-dimensional charge conjugation C (3D) is also conserved, it acts in the fields and charges by reversing all signs such that all the definitions are trivially invariant under this symmetry.
Since the three discrete symmetries are conserved in 3-dimensions all the other possible combinations P (3D) T (3D) , P (3D) C (3D) , T (3D) C (3D) and P (3D) C (3D) T (3D) are also conserved symmetries.
We summarize the results obtained with respect to the discrete symmetries: concluding that in the 4-dimensional manifold only parity is violated while at each plane for fixed z all the 3-dimensional discrete symmetries are conserved. These results are not a surprise, external magnetic fields acting on planar systems usually break 4-dimensional parity and, from the construction of the Lagrangian (30), it was expected invariance under the 3-dimensional discrete symmetries.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this article we have derived a Landau-Ginzburg Chern-Simons model given by a mathematical setup with an internal dynamical pseudo-photon field which preserve the planar (3-dimensional) discrete symmetries P and T , both at the level of the action and at the level of the electromagnetic equations. Some of the quantitative results obtained are in agreement with the standard fractional Hall effect description by effective U (1) models, however the physical interpretation in terms of the field contents is distinct, in particular exist an orthogonal electric field and longitudinal magnetic fields which are usually not present in the standard Hall effect. Nevertheless the model solves the inconsistence of the vector/pseudo-vector nature of the electromagnetic equations, in particular the vectorial electric Hall current is given by a vectorial expression (39) as opposed to a pseudo-vectorial expression (20) , the model also accounts for the effective charge of anyons being always e * = e/(2m − 1) for any fractional Hall conductance σ H = (e/Φ 0 ) p/(2m − 1) independently of the value p as has been experimentally verified [45] . These features are mainly due to the existence of both electric and magnetic vortex configurations corresponding, respectively to the dynamical pseudo-photon and the non-dynamical internal photon. The pseudo-photon electric vortexes create a statistical electric field orthogonal to the system which may be relevant when computing interlayer correlations functions in bi-layer Hall systems having a Bose Einstein Condensate phases [61] . As a preliminary justification for this statement we recall that from a field theory perspective the interactions are due to the gauge fields, for the particular model discussed here the interlayer interactions are due to the pseudo-photon gauge field. Also we note that standard 3-dimensional U (1) Maxwell Chern-Simons theory does not allow to describe orthogonal electric fields, this construction is only achievable by considering extended gauge theories descriptions of electromagnetism, as is the case of pseudo-photon theory. Also we have shown that for the model developed here the Dirac quantization condition for the coupling constants e and g [56, 57] is equivalent to the quantization of magnetic flux [58] , here explicit in the quantization of the Hall conductance σ H .
We have further analysed thick (4-dimensional) model configurations concluding that for several distinct fine-tune of the planar 3-dimensional statistical charges the physical charges, as perceived in the 4-dimensional manifold (hence as measurable outside of the system), are the same. This result allows for distinct interpretations of the possible planar configurations along the orthogonal direction to the system not giving an unique answer with respect to the possible microscopical mechanisms within the system. In particular we have obtained either spatial separation of electric and magnetic charges in the planar system such that no microscopical anyons exist (electric and magnetic excitations are present in the system at distinct boundaries) either spatial coexistence of both electric and magnetic charges simultaneously with a Meissner effect such that the external magnetic field does not penetrate the system. Also our results indicate that, when including gauge fields, a planar description is incomplete and for a full description of the system (both macroscopically and microscopically) it is required to consider thick models.
Also we note that such distinct characteristics may correspond to distinct phases of the same system such that magnetic vortexes could be present either confined in bounded pairs such that locally magnetic charge is conserved [40, 41, 42] , hence global magnetic charge is null (see also [30] for topological mechanism) or unconfined. We remark that recently macroscopical magnetic monopole configurations have been experimentally observed [64] in Spin Ice systems, hence, similarly, the model configurations with non-null statistical magnetic charge discussed here may represent a field configuration that mimics a magnetic monopole through a gauge field configuration. To properly address phase transitions it is required to include temperature effects through the inclusion of fermionic degrees of freedom. We hope to address this issue somewhere else.
As a final remark we note that in the model discussed in this manuscript the internal photon is considered to be screened. At model level this was achieved by considering the effective coupling constant eα accounting for the number of unit vortex created by the internal photon. A possible description of this screening mechanism can be given in a functional formalism by noting that the vortex solutions correspond to the minimum of the functional energy [55] in analogy with the Laughlin wave function (2) and the internal photon degrees of freedom can be integrated from the partition function such that the system is consistently described only by the external photon field (the external electromagnetic fields) and the internal pseudophoton field. Although in [55] it is only given an indirect and incomplete prove, the results there indicate a possible explanation for the effective exclusion of the internal photon from the macroscopical path integral. Another relevant property of Hall systems not explained by these constructions is the fractional spinstatistics relation for the excitations in the system, here it is imposed externally by fine-tuning the electric and magnetic flux of anyons. A possible direction to follow is to consider the homology cycles of the underlying manifold [26] . Although working in a topological trivial manifold, the plane, the effect of considering electrons in the system is equivalent to pierce the underlying manifold creating non-contractible homology cycle (one for each electron in the system [33] ).
